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Abstract

We use new data on cyclically adjusted primary balances for Latin America and the Caribbean

to estimate effects of fiscal consolidations on GDP and some of its components. Identification is

conducted through a doubly-robust estimation procedure that controls for non-randomness in the

”treatment assignment” by inverse probability weighting and impulse responses are generated by

local projections. Results suggest output contraction by more than one percent on impact, with

economy starting to recover from the second year on. Composition effects indicate that revenue-

based adjustments are way more contractionary than expenditure-based ones. Disentangling effects

between demand components, we find consumption being in general less responsive to consolidations

than investment, although nonlinearities associated to initial levels of debt and taxation might play

an important role.

Keywords: fiscal adjustment, structural balance, Latin America, fiscal policy

Jel Classification: E62, H62

1 Introduction

Following a decade of falling debt-to-GDP ratios in the 2000’s, having benefited from low

international interest rates and high commodity prices, most of Latin American economies

used countercyclical fiscal policy to smooth out the Great Recession’s effects in its do-

mestic sector. Since then, indebtedness remained quite stable on average for 2-3 years,

starting to increase again from 2011 on (Figure 1). The shy recovery of world’s economies

since the crisis, together with China’s slowdown and the end of commodity boom, Fed’s

departure from zero lower bound and a high degree of fiscal profligacy in some countries

are some reasons why fiscal deficits reappeared and costs of servicing debt increased,

leading to the picture displayed in the graph, with average debt-to-GDP in the region at

the end of 2014 returning to 2005 levels. To avoid a worsening of fiscal conditions and a

∗I gratefully acknowledge financial support from FAPESP and thank Bernardo Guimaraes and Carolina Garcia for

helpful comments.
†Sao Paulo School of Economics – FGV.
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persistent increase in debt-ratios that could lead to the fear of ”a year of sovereign de-

faults” (Reinhart, 2015), some countries are again facing debates about the need of fiscal

adjustments, the kind of policy that always brings about doubts on its real effectiveness

and, if to be implemented, at what speed, size and by means of which instruments.

Figure 1: Average debt-to-gdp, Latin American and the Caribbean

As fiscal consolidations have been included once again into the agenda of many Latin

American economies - and as too few empirical work on the issue has been conducted for

this set of countries1, this paper contributes to this debate by providing empirical evidence

on the impact of fiscal consolidations on output - and some of its components - in Latin

America and the Caribbean (LAC henceforth). We do so by estimating treatment-effects

of fiscal adjustment episodes and making use of a new database that became recently

available2, which constructs cyclicaly adjusted primary balance time-series for 20 coun-

tries, from 1990 to 2014, using country-specific fiscal data and estimates of tax elasticities

to the economic cycle and to commodity price fluctuations. The paper aditionally inves-

tigates the role of fiscal instruments and dependence of the results on the state of the

economy.

The task of estimating the impact of fiscal consolidations on output - what can be also

interpreted as an estimation of one-sided multiplier effects, only for fiscal contractions

- is a very controversial one in the economic literature, both by lack of adequate and

plentiful aggregate cross-country data and by concerns regarding endogeneity and proper

1There are some studies on fiscal multipliers - though few - that include a couple emerging markets (also Latin American)

in the database. Other papers study how effective consolidations are to improve the primary balance or stabilize debt also for

emerging markets. But to the best of our knowledge this paper is the first one that addresses the specific issue of estimating

output effects of fiscal consolidations - and some extensions - for this comprehensive set of latin american economies, using

uptodate econometric techniques.
2See Ardanaz et al, 2015.
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identification of fiscal shocks. These two potential problems often make the existence

of reliable estimates of fiscal impulses on output and other variables of interest scarce,

specially for emerging economies like LAC ones, for which detailed (and cross-country

comparable) fiscal data is often incomplete or very recent.

Indeed, studies that try to estimate the sign and size of output responses to fiscal

consolidations often rely on OECD data, for which cyclical adjusted fiscal balances - the

most widely measure used to compute fiscal impulses - are easier to construct and to

compare across countries, or for which narrative-based shocks are available. Even in this

case, evidence is mixed and results seem to depend to a large extent on the methodology

used for definition of fiscal episodes.

Concerns on the possible endogeneity in the definition of the policy shock cast doubts on

the reliability of identification and the sign and magnitude of the estimates and have thus

called for new methods to address the issue. The most common strategies adopted so far

to identify the effects of fiscal consolidations rely basically on regression-control strategies

after some ad-hoc definition of shocks or on narrative-based instrumental variables. Since

both have been criticized for not controlling fully for endogeneity, we follow here the

methodology applied by Jorda and Taylor (2016), that combines regression-control with

propensity score based methods for achieving identification, together with a ”model-free”

impulse response strategy based on local projections.

This strategy has two attractive features: the first one is to allow for more flexibility

of the functional form, since we do not stick to a specific DGP and estimate projections

that are local to each horizon. The second is to control for the fact that macro policy

choices, such as fiscal consolidations, are not randomly assigned, as it is the ideal case

in treatment/control experiments. Our propensity score strategy addresses this issue and

adjusts the observations to simulate an environment in which fiscal consolidations would

be quasi-randomly assigned, so as to avoid selection bias in the analysis of its effects across

country-time individuals. For robustness we use four alternative definitions of fiscal shock

and then disaggregate the policy impulses into revenue or expenditure based adjustments.

Our fiscal episodes are in line with previous evidence of procyclical fiscal policy in LAC

economies, since most of them occur in periods of negative output gap.

Baseline results show that fiscal adjustment episodes tend to be contractionary on im-

pact, leading to an average fall of more than 1% in GDP. Between the second and the third

year GDP starts to recover and presents positive growth after five years. The direction of

response is at odds with evidence found for OECD countries, that identifies a smoother

but prolonged contraction in output following a fiscal consolidation. Besides providing
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evidence on output response, we show that composition of adjustment also matters, with

expenditure-based adjustments being less contractionary or even expansionary for some

specifications. We then proceed to analyse disaggregated effects on consumption and

investment and how they are affected by initial debt and tax levels, to shed some light

on theoretical mechanisms that suggest expectation-sensitive and nonlinear responses to

fiscal shocks.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. We next discuss briefly the literature on

fiscal consolidations and the problems associated to identification and estimation of its

effects. Section 2 presents the database and provides some preliminary descriptive statis-

tics. Section 3 describes the methodology for estimation and section 4 displays baseline

results. Section 5 investigates further effects and the last section concludes.

1.1 Literature

The main contribution of this paper is to conduct a cross-country analysis of the impact

of fiscal adjustments in LAC, the first one we have notice of that addresses this specific

question for this set of countries, with analysis of GDP response and some of its com-

ponents and how these responses are affected by fiscal instruments and other features of

this region. We do so by using both structural balance data and dealing properly with

endogeneity concerns, which are one of the main points of debate in the literature. Our

analysis of composition effects tries to connect our findings to theoretical mechanisms and

previous evidence for advanced economies.

Giavazzi and Pagano (1990) are among the first ones to identify in a two country

case-study the presence of expansionary effects of consolidations, that play against the

standard keynesian multiplier. Some papers have since proposed theoretical demand and

supply mechanisms to complement the standard keynesian implication that a reduction

in public deficit likely generates a contraction in output, due to demand multiplier ef-

fects. The possibility of positive expectational effects on consumption and investment

might counterbalance contractionary multiplier effects following a spending cut or even

a tax increase, mainly in the case of high debt-to-GDP levels and convex distortionary

costs of taxation3. Also initial conditions might play an important role in determining

3Expectational effects rely on frictionless credit markets and forward looking agents, allowing for intertemporal consump-

tion and investment allocation. In the case of LAC, due to financial markets imperfections and a sizeable ”hand-to-mouth”

fraction of consumers, we should expect a lower extent of these kind of mechanisms. On the other hand, a more direct

effect can come from a discrete reduction in sovereign debt risk premia following sizeable anouncements of adjustment in

the budget, that can spillover to demand components that are sentitive to interest rates. A comprehensive investigation of

those channels is object of future research.
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compositional effects of adjustments, due to non-linear responses of the economy to fiscal

policy (Sutherland, 1997; Perotti, 1999). Other non-standard effects of fiscal contractions

that might alleviate recessions or even stimulate the economy can rest on labour market

flexibility, monetary policy response or other market liberalization policies accompanying

budget adjustments4.

Many empirical studies have tried to understand the effects of fiscal austerity and in-

vestigate the above mechanisms for OECD countries, relying on different methodologies

for identification and having naturally raised mixed conclusions. What seems to be a gen-

erally accepted result is the importance of the compositional effect of fiscal adjustments.

Alesina and Ardagna (1998, 2010, 2012) point out to evidence of expansionary austerity

for spending cuts, whereas tax increases tend to be associated with recessions. Their

approach for identifying fiscal consolidation episodes relies on large shocks to (cyclically

adjusted) primary balance, to avoid analysing non-discretionary changes in the fiscal

stance. Alfonso (2006) finds expansionary effects of fiscal contractions on private con-

sumption, using structural balance changes in EU countries for 1970-2005. The crowding

out effect holds for some spending items such as general government final consumption,

social transfers and taxes5.

Not convinced by the definitions based on changes in primary balances, some IMF

studies (Guajardo et al, 2014; Devries et al, 2011) have developed a narrative approach-

based definition for fiscal episodes, following Romer and Romer (2010). They document

shifts in fiscal variables implemented in year t and announced for a 3-year horizon6.

Those studies indicate contractionary effects of fiscal consolidations in aggregate terms.

Nevertheless, previous results hold in the sense that expenditure-based adjustments tend

to be less recessive than tax increases.
4Alesina and Ardagna (1998) argue that many successful fiscal episodes were followed by accommodative monetary policy

in the form of sizeable devaluations. Alesina et al (2002) stress the relevance of the supply side of the economy. The impact

of adjustments in public employment and the role of unions in sustaining real wages will be determinant for response of

profits, competitiveness and investment in aggregate terms.
5Thinking more broadly about fiscal multipliers, Blanchard and Perotti (2002) estimate a SVAR to identify exogenous

changes on the tax and spending side of the US economy and get similar results for fiscal multipliers, i.e., tax increases

reduce investment and output whereas spending cuts reduce consumption and output but increase investment. Auerbach

and Gorodnichenko (2013) estimate larger multipliers for government purchases during recessions in OECD economies,

using local projections and allowing for state dependence and controlling by real-time fiscal predictors. Barnichon and

Matthes (2015) stress the role of allowing for asymmetric multipliers for expansions and contractions. With an estimation

that relies on a mixture of Gaussian functions to approximate the impulse responses, they find a multiplier substantially

above one for contractions.
6They claim simple changes in structural balances would capture nonpolicy-based changes in CAPB. Examples include:

(i) stock market booms that generate capital gains and can increase cyclically adjusted tax revenues, in case consumption

and investment grows (so CAPB improves independently of discrete policies); (ii) decisions to increase CAPB not to let the

economy overheat, i.e., based on future economic state, not on past.
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More recently, Jorda and Taylor (2016) and Alesina et al (2015) go deeper into identifi-

cation and endogeneity concerns surrounding the definition of fiscal episodes. The former

use a propensity score based approach to control for possible allocation bias present yet

in the narrative measure7. Their results nevertheless corroborate the IMF ones, pointing

out to even more contractionary effects on output, specially during slumps, although com-

position effects are not analysed. The latter authors identify some drawbacks of Jorda

and Taylor’s approach, justifying the predictability of fiscal adjustments by its multi-year

feature. The rely rather on a multi-year fiscal plan, allowing for complex interaction of

expected (anticipated) and unexpected policy actions which should be accounted for. As

in previous studies, they find an important compositional effect that is key to determine

whether fiscal episodes are followed by expansions or recessions8.

The lack of long and comprehensive time series for LAC countries is probably the

reason why most studies that estimate impacts of fiscal consolidations only look at OECD

economies9. As there is neither a database providing cross-country narrative approach

identification of fiscal episodes for LAC, nor consensus over its superiority over other

methodologies that could justify constructing one, our strategy here is to compare different

definitions of fiscal episodes and, in line with Jorda and Taylor (2016), assume that

endogeneity is an important issue. Hence our preferred methodology follows theirs, except

for the fact that there is no narrative approach study for LAC from which to borrow an

IV for fiscal episodes. For robustness we estimate effects considering different definitions

of episodes10.

7The authors claim that fiscal episodes - even after being filtered ”exogenously” by narrative approaches - could be

predicted by omitted controls from the baseline regressions in Guajardo et al (2014). Besides, ”control” and ”treatment”

groups as defined by the IMF study would be heterogeneous with respect to many variables both determining and being

affected by fiscal adjustments.
8Referring to his previous studies with coauthors, Alesina et al (2015) claim ”Large reductions in this variable (cyclically

adjusted primary deficits) were assumed exogenous to output fluctuations, and thus an indication of active policies to reduce

deficits. This, admittedly imperfect, approach is criticized by Guajardo et al. (2014). Interestingly, while Guajardo et al.

are critical of the possibility of costless fiscal adjustments, the results of the present paper show that a careful analysis using

the same data they use, but recognizing that fiscal adjustments are carried out via plans, not isolated shocks, leads to a

picture which is remarkably similar” to Alesina and Ardagna (2010, 2012), for example.
9One study that includes some LAC countries but is more broadly concerned with estimating multiplier effects is Ilzetzki,

Mendonza and Vegh (2013), who use quarterly data on government consumption into an SVAR for a panel of 44 countries.

Their multiplier effect depends on the development status, the exchange rate regime, the degree of openess and the level of

debt. In general, they find higher responses to increase in government consumption for industrial countries, both on impact

and accumulated. For developing economies, multiplier to public consumption is not statistically different from zero, while

public investment multiplier is positive.
10We believe our approach of defining episodes as such and then using propensity score methods to deal with endogeneity

is the best strategy here. First of all, our dataset is less subject to the criticisms that motivate the IMF narrative approach

from Guajardo et al (2014). This is due to LAC economies having very procyclical fiscal policies, as docummented by

literature (Ilzetzki (2011), Kaminsky et al (2004)) and also following evidence presented here. Thus one would not be

very worried about positive fiscal shocks reflecting intentions not to let the economies overheat. As we document, fiscal
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Another advantage of the methodology we follow is flexibility in the estimation of

impulse responses (Jorda, 2005), since SVAR analysis relies on assumptions about the data

generating process, besides generating - by construction - symmetric responses for fiscal

stimuli and contractions. In the third section we describe in more detail the methodology

to conduct estimates.

2 Database, definitions and descriptive analysis

Throughout the paper we explore definitions of fiscal episodes based on the cyclically

adjusted (structural) primary balance (CAPB henceforth) for 20 LAC economies. This

data come from Ardanaz et al (2015) and have the advantage of covering more Latin

American countries for a longer time series - besides providing further adjustments for

the cycle, in comparison to the IMF measure of structural balance. They consolidate fiscal

data mainly from central banks and ministries of finance from 20 Latin American and

Caribbean economies to arrive at the general government level, or its closest approximate.

Data on revenues is disagreggated into tax and non-tax revenues and structural balances

are calculated allowing for uncertainty in potential output and tax elasticities. Fiscal

revenues stemming from commodities are also adjusted to reflect ”structural” prices11.

The equation below defines the structural balance as the difference between revenues and

expenditures adjusted for its GDP elasticities in terms of the output gap (εR, εG, α).

Here Ri are the revenue categories, RNRR are revenues from nonrenewable resources such

as commodities, Y ∗ is potential GDP, PLR is a weighted-average of long-run commodity

prices and G are expenditures12.

SBt =
∑
i

Ri,t

(
Y ∗

Yt

)εR
+RNRR

(
PLR

Pt

)α
−G

(
Y ∗

Yt

)εG
(SB)

Figure 2 below plots the changes in the structural primary balance (in terms of GDP)

for all countries in the dataset for the period considered (1990-2014). The graphs show

some cases of very erratic fiscal stances, with great variations from year to year, as is the

case of Trininad and Tobago and Venezuela. Others like Colombia and Guatemala have

quite stable paths of changes in the fiscal stance.

consolidations in LAC occur mainly in downturns. Secondly, LAC economies rarely have a sequence of positive structural

surpluses that lasts for more than three years and hence it is not possible to construct a series of fiscal plans, following

Alesina et al (2015), even if we constructed a narrative approach to identify fiscal episodes.
11As pointed out by Medina (2010), fiscal revenues for Latin American economies generally react strongly to commodity

price shocks.
12For details on the construction of structural balances and its possible fragilities, see the above cited paper and Blanchard

(1990).
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Figure 2: Changes in CAPB over the sample (in % of GDP)

Reference lines are for [-1.5;1.5].

Besides using the above defined structural balance data, we also borrow from the

authors variables accounting for structural revenues and expenditures. We complement

the database with macro data from the World Development Outlook by the IMF, World

Bank and other cross-country information from diverse sources. The complete description

of the time series used in the study is in the appendix.

2.1 Definition of fiscal episodes

The literature has used two main alternatives for defining fiscal episodes: one based on

minimum thresholds for change in CAPB and the other on narrative approaches. There is

still no consensus towards preferring one or another: Jorda and Taylor (2016) argue that

still after using the narrative IV the episodes could be predicted by ommited data; Alesina

et al (2015) also argue that the narrative approach does not seem to generate very different

results when compared to the ones found by Alesina and Ardagnas’ papers. In the absence

of narrative-based episodes’ data for LAC, and as working to construct this database

would be very time-consuming and probably not satisfactorily address identification, we

rely on a rather arbitrary definition of fiscal episodes, based on thresholds along the lines
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of Alesina and Ardagna. For robustness we construct alternative definitions based on

different thresholds.

The adequate definition of a fiscal adjustment episode poses an important challenge,

once a change in fiscal balance to GDP might be driven by a lot of factors. First of all,

one should net out the effects of the business cycle in the primary balance to get a cleaner

measure of the fiscal stance, so as to avoid results being influenced by extraordinary

commodity revenues or automatic stabilizers, ideally remaining with a discretionary fiscal

impulse towards contraction. As a first caveat, this structural measure of the fiscal balance

is known to be imperfect, to a great extent due to imperfections in the adjustment for

potential output.

Another issue is the time-span and the minimum size of the change in the fiscal balance

necessary to characterize it as a a deliberate change in the fiscal stance, the policy shock in

which we are interested. Concerning fiscal contractions, if interested in efforts to stabilize

debt-to-GDP ratio, for example, one has to be able to tell apart episodes in which primary

surpluses are engendered to reduce debt to those ones in which the purpose is to reduce

demand not to let the economy overheat. Hence the state of the economy, in terms of the

output gap in the period of a fiscal contraction, is also an important factor to consider in

the definition.

In order to control at least in part for these problems, authors normally consider only

sizeable changes in the fiscal stance - either in one or accumulated during more years -

as a fiscal adjustment episode. By using only bigger shocks, one can allegedly control

for ”normal” small surpluses related to overheated demand and remain with those that

reflect a real change in the policy stance aimed at reducing deficits and/or stabilizing

debt. On the other hand, one drawback of using only sizeable changes is to remain with a

very small sample of fiscal episodes or to overinclude countries with a very volatile fiscal

balance.

Having made the above considerations, we use four different measures to define a fiscal

episode according to a binary measure. The first two follow Alesina and Ardagna (1998)13,

that consider a combination of a time-span and a minimum threshold for the change in

the structural balance to identify a fiscal contraction. Alternatively, for comparison we

define a measure - and two variations - borrowed from Alfonso (2006), who takes into

13Alesina and Ardagna (2010, 2012) use slight modifications. The first one considers only a one-shot fiscal impulse of at

least 1.5% in terms of cyclically adjusted balance/GDP, while the latter considers either: (i) a two-year period of surpluses

in the structural balance-to-GDP with an accumulated improvement of at least two percentage points; or (ii) a three-year

or more period of surpluses with accumulated improvement of three points. Our choice relies on avoiding ”stop and go”

adjustments in favour of multiyear ones, but also rulling out small (accumulated) improvements that do not convince of a

change in the policy stance.
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account the standard deviation of fiscal shocks in the sample14.

Denoting AAt the occurence of a fiscal consolidation in period t and dCAPBt the

change in the cyclically adjusted primary balance in terms of GDP, our first definition is

as follows:

AAi,t =


1 if dCAPBt ≥ X

1 if dCAPBt ≥ Y & dCAPBt−1 ≥ Y

0 otherwise

This means that a fiscal adjustment is considered to be happening if, either: (i) in a

specific year the change in cyclically adjusted primary balance to GDP ratio is greater

or equal to X percentage points (a positive change implies a fiscal contraction, since

revenues minus expenditures increase) or (ii) there is a two-year consecutive improvement

in structural balance of at least Y points per year. We consider two possibilites for X and

Y: (X1, Y1) = (2, 1.5) and (X2, Y2) = (1.5, 1.25), both expressed as percentage points in

terms of GDP. The former resembles Alesina and Ardagna (1998) while the latter is less

stringent and was chosen in order to increase the number of observations. We henceforth

refer to them as AA1 and AA2.

Alternatively, the second definition considers a fiscal episode in terms of the change in

CAPB relative to the standard deviation of changes along the sample. We consider both

changes relative to the whole sample standard deviation and the within country standard

deviation. We call those episodes, respectively, SD1 and SD2.

SDi,t =


1 if dCAPBt ≥ γσ

1 if
∑1

i=0 dCAPBt−i ≥ 2σ

0 otherwise

Table 1 below presents a summary of fiscal episodes identified by each definition and

Figure 3 shows overlap between definitions15. A complete description per country-year

can be found in appendix.

Episodes defined as above have a high amount of overlap between themselves. Com-

paring the first and second definitions, the latter allows for more episodes since it lowers

the threshold and trivially also includes all definitions from the first one. Once the third

definition considers the whole sample standard deviation, which is higher than country-

specific deviation for 13 countries, comparison between third and fourth episodes is not
14This second definition tries to take into account statistics of the observed data rather than arbitrary thresholds to define

the episodes.
15In the following sections we will also use the set of episodes that overlap between the four definitions both as a group

for comparison and as a robustness check.
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Figure 3: Episodes and overlap, by definition

so direct. Countries with higher-than-sample-average SD will tend to lose episodes when

country-specific variation is considered, while countries with lower might increase their

number of episodes. As seen from the table, the fourth definition has 8 episodes more, but

not necessarily overlaps all episodes from third definition. The third definition is also the

only one for which all countries have at least one fiscal episode. Episodes as a proportion

of total observations vary between 10 and 16%.

Table 1: # of fiscal episodes and observations, by definition

AA1 AA2 SD1 SD2

dCAPB (%) mean 3,67 3,09 4,03 3,24

sd 2,28 2,12 2,36 2,47

debt (% gdp) mean 60,69 55,34 64,88 53,87

sd 33,56 31,14 34,94 33,93

acc debt/GDP (%) mean 10,54 9,90 9,06 20,18

sd 62,24 54,48 63,81 60,91

Observations of episodes 51 72 42 54

Total observations 428

The table also shows average change in CAPB per definition, as well as initial debt-to-

GDP levels and accumulated change in debt prior to consolidation. One can observe that

change in CAPB is monotonically decreasing with the size of the consolidation treatment

group. Also the more stringent the definition, the higher the initial debt level. On the

other hand, accumulated debt prior to ajustment is much higher for the last definition.
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2.2 Fiscal adjustment episodes and the cycle

Figure 4 plots the dispersion of structural primary balance changes and its relation to the

output gap. As pointed out by previous literature evidence, the visual inspection seems to

suggest an important degree of fiscal procyclicality16. Positive changes in the structural

balance - which can be interpreted as a deliberate contractionary fiscal policy stance - are

associated to periods of negative output gap, whereas expansionary fiscal policy (negative

dCAPB) is more liked to periods of GDP expansion (positive output gap).

Figure 4: Change in structural balance and output gap

We then display in figure 5 the distributions of debt, output gap and growth for

two definitions of fiscal episodes (SD1, AA2). In general, countries undergoing fiscal

consolidations, identified by larger positive changes in the cyclically adjusted primary

balance, have higher debt-to-GDP ratios and, as already mentioned, tend to be facing

lower growth and/or to be further away from potential output. Comparing the definition

based on the standard deviation of dCAPB with the one based on (lower) thresholds, one

observes that the variables related to the control group remain almost equally distributed.

As for the treated group, since the number of observations increases from one definition

to another, there is a slight change in the distribution of all variables, but keeping the

general features mentioned before.

The visual inspection hence indicates a probable allocation bias in the definitions, since

fiscal episodes are not evenly distributed across individuals, but are rather more frequent

for those country-years facing higher debt and lower growth. As we show in the next

16See Ilzetzki (2011), Ilzetzki, Mendoza and Vegh (2013), Vegh and Vulletin (2014).
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Figure 5: Distribution of variables according to fiscal episodes’ definitions

(a) Debt-to-GDP (b) Output Gap

(c) Growth

section, the non-randomness of the treatment allocation and the possibility of predicting

treatment based on other characteristics of countries are strong arguments in favour of

using a propensity score strategy for proper identification of the effects following fiscal

consolidations.

2.3 Descriptive behaviour around episodes

Before moving on to regression analysis, we present some descriptive statistics. Figure 6

plots simple averages of selected variables surrounding a fiscal episode. We plot the

averages of debt, total investment and adjusted revenues and expenditures, all scaled by

GDP, from two years before to two years after a fiscal episode, according to definition

SD217. Abstracting for now from selection bias into treatment, fiscal consolidations seem

to be associated with significant debt reductions relative to year 0 levels and investment

17Similar patterns arise for other definitions. We plot debt with and without Argentina because of the country’s debt

crises in 2001 following a fiscal episode, where debt tripled and after it was restructured.
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improvement in the short run. Also both adjusted revenues and expenditures seem to

be contributing to consolidations, although average rise in revenues is twice as high as

expenditures’ fall, in terms of GDP.

Figure 6: Averages of selected variables around fiscal episodes (definition SD2)

See variables’ definitions in appendix. The vertical axis plots variables in terms of GDP and horizontal axis refers to t− 2

to t+ 2, where t is the period in which a fiscal episode is going on. The red line excludes Argentina.

Another description of the fiscal adjustments in the sample is shown in Table 2. We

divide, also according to SD2 definition, episodes into two classifications: whether debt

was reduced and whether it was mostly revenue based. Debt reduction refers to level

of debt-to-gdp two years after the adjustment being smaller than one year before, while

revenue-based episodes are those for which structural revenue increases more than the fall

of structural expenditures18. Some features outstand from mean comparison between the

groups: episodes with no debt reduction are in general associated with smaller accumu-

lated increase in CAPB, higher accumulated growth and higher investment; revenue-based

episodes are associated with lower increase in primary balance (not adjusted) but no sta-

tistically distint feature in other variables.19

18Baldacci et al (2006) and Mati and Thornton (2008) investigate conditions for fiscal consolidations in emerging markets

to be successful in terms of improving primary balances and achieving debt sustainability. Purfield (2003) does a similar

analysis for transition economies.
19Accumulated changes are between years 0 and 2, year 0 denoting the year of fiscal adjustment and year 2 two years

after. Simple variations are also in year 2 relative to the year prior to the fiscal adjustment.
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Table 2: Average change in selected variables, by episode classification

variable debt reduction revenue based

no yes ttest no yes ttest

acc ∆ capb (% gdp) 3.31 0.46 3.16 2.42 2.15 0.35

acc ∆ prim (% gdp) 1.48 0.87 0.74 2.75 1.28 2.10

∆ debt/gdp (%) 55.62 -24.87 4.36 13.55 11.36 0.10

∆ rev/gdp (%) 17.38 5.61 3.27 -1.48 14.72 -4.66

∆ exp/gdp (%) -3.14 2.59 -1.54 -13.83 2.77 -4.08

acc ∆ GDP (%) 5.65 16.57 -3.97 12.61 11.61 0.32

∆ debt/gdp prior (%) 54.87 -14.96 4.21 9.99 22.38 -0.68

∆ C/gdp (%) -0.73 -0.89 0.07 1.73 -1.86 1.48

∆ C (%) 6.26 18.25 -3.05 13.15 12.64 0.13

∆ G (%) 3.08 12.63 -2.74 2.96 9.79 -1.59

∆ FBKF (%) 0.47 25.36 -3.32 16.60 13.45 0.42

duration (years) 1.38 1.17 1.02 1.33 1.26 0.37

2.4 Some naive regressions

To sum up this section, we run some naive (possibly not properly identified) regressions

as a benchmark for comparison. We use both the continuous dCAPB and the dummy

definition of fiscal episode to analyse effects on output. The coefficients are estimated by

simple OLS regressions using local projections for a four year period20. The estimated

equation follows Jorda and Taylor (2016):

yi,t+h − yi,t = αhi + θhDi,t+1 + γh0 ∆yi,t + γh1 ∆yi,t−1 + ξhyci,t + νi,t+h (1)

Where h = 1, ..., 5, yi,t is log real GDP, yci,t is the output gap and αi are country fixed-

effects. Di,t+1 is the change in CAPB, first measured in continuous terms and secondly as

a dummy according to the definitions of fiscal episodes described above. We assume that

the change in fiscal policy can affect contemporaneously the outcome variable, given that

our frequency is yearly, and hence policy decisions made at time t will start to be effective

between year t and year t+ 1. Note that the coefficients related to lagged output growth

and policy response can vary with the time horizon, one feature of the LP method.

Table 3 reports estimates for θh, considering the discrete episodes defined above and

the continuous change in CAPB. We estimate the effects for the whole sample and then

divide it by large and small increases in dCAPB (considering a threshold of ±1.5% of

GDP) and by periods of booms and slumps (meaning a positive or negative output gap,

20In the following section we explain in more detail the local projections approach to estimating impulse responses.
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respectively, when the fiscal impulse is given)21.

All results indicate a negative significant effect on GDP growth on impact and in the

first year following the fiscal shock. The effect is more pronounced for the discrete episodes

and for the set of episodes present in all definitions. Five years after the adjustment

output achieves again a positive cumulative value (though not always significant). Also

large changes in the structural balance have on impact higher effects than small ones,

but recovery seems to be faster. At last, the table shows that booms and slumps have

a similar effect on impact but while in booms the economy recovers faster, adjustments

during busts tend to be associated with more pronounced recessions.

As shown in this section, the definitions of fiscal episodes are normally associated

with periods of lower growth and bigger distance from potential GDP. Even though our

regressions controlled for both, debt-to-GDP ratios also seem to be higher on average

when those episodes occur, not to mention other omitted variables not analysed yet. As

those inequality of initial conditions between ”controled” and ”treated” units could be

driving our results, in the next section we start to present the adequate methods to deal

with potential endogeneity and properly identify the mechanisms of interest.

3 Estimating average treatment effects for LAC

Defining a measure of fiscal episode in a somehow ad-hoc way as we did (or yet using

narrative-based definitions) raises a lot of concerns on endogeneity, given that fiscal policy

decisions are probably influenced to a great extent by the state of the economy. For

instance, a contractionary fiscal stance might be reacting either to the need of stabilizing

debt or to the need of slowing down activity in the face of inflation, not to mention other

potential observable and unobservable factors. In such a case treatment allocation - with

treatment being defined as a fiscal adjustment episode - is nonrandom and identification

of causality from the policy intervention on the outcome variable would be compromised.

According to Jorda and Taylor (2016), even a narrative approach would not be sufficient

to control for this issue, once the so called treatment (fiscal contraction episode) could

be predicted by omitted variables. As we saw in the previous section, even though we

control for output gap and lagged output growth, our OLS estimates might be biased

due to omitted variables determining the occurrence of fiscal consolidations. In order to

21We also ran the same regressions adding lagged dCAPB, world growth and nominal exchange rate as regressors, to

better control for common time trends, open economy effects and past consolidations, but results did not change meaninfully

(although coefficients change a bit, the path of response is similar for all cases). The controls used here are 2 lags of GDP

growth, output gap and country fixed effects. Other tables are available upon request.
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Table 3: Effect of dCAPB on GDP, baseline LP-OLS estimates

Dependent: yt+h − yt (dlog x100)

h = 1 h = 2 h = 3 h = 4 h = 5

Discrete episode

SD1 -1.893*** -1.934** -0.874 -0.220 0.262

(0.550) (0.726) (0.750) (0.775) (0.812)

SD2 -1.442*** -1.431 -0.430 0.264 0.777

(0.479) (0.874) (0.585) (0.544) (0.685)

AA1 -2.015*** -1.788*** -0.281 0.586 1.221*

(0.542) (0.604) (0.638) (0.660) (0.673)

AA2 -1.521*** -1.234** -0.370 0.076 0.482

(0.363) (0.473) (0.526) (0.589) (0.422)

Overlap -2.540*** -2.921** -1.053 -0.007 0.302

(0.761) (1.239) (0.623) (0.807) (0.953)

Observations 408 389 369 349 329

Continuous dCAPBt+1

Baseline -0.313*** -0.218** -0.031 0.076 0.171***

(0.066) (0.088) (0.064) (0.061) 0.056

Large -0.323*** -0.228*** -0.028 0.051 0.145**

(0.062) (0.079) (0.071) (0.075) 0.057

Small -0.122 -0.258 -0.443 -0.127 0.030

(0.185) (0.314) (0.307) (0.269) 0.395

Observations 408 389 369 349 329

Boom -0.294*** -0.136 -0.023 0.046 0.281***

(0.060) (0.113) (0.110) (0.154) 0.079

Observations 208 200 188 179 172

Slump -0.295** -0.326*** -0.085 0.023 -0.063

(0.112) (0.110) (0.114) (0.187) 0.176

Observations 200 189 181 170 157

Robust standard errors (clustered by country) in parentheses. *** p≤0.01, ** p≤0.05, * p≤0.1. Controls: 2 lags of real

GDP growth, output gap, country fixed effects. Large and small refer to, respectively, dCAPB ≥ 1.5% of GDP and dCAPB

∈ [0;1.5). Boom and slump refer to initial output gap greater and smaller than zero, respectively.

believe in such coefficient estimates - or at least in some upper and lower bounds for them,

we would have to be certain about having controlled for all possible factors affecting both

the policy function and the outcome. Indeed, the visual inspection showed that higher

debt-to-GDP levels, to mention one omitted variable, tend to be more associated with
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periods of fiscal consolidations.

We thus need an estimation strategy that controls for potential allocation bias and

dependence of the policy intervention on other observable variables. In order to do so,

we adopt the so called inverse probability weighting with regression adjustment estimator

(IPWRA), a doubly robust estimation procedure that nests our agnosticity about having

correctly specified both the model for the policy variable (policy propensity score) and a

regression-control model for the outcome variable. This means the IPWRA is a two-stage

estimator that provides consistency in case either the first stage is misspecified but the

second is correct or vice-versa.

Besides, we make use of direct impulse response estimation using the local projections

method (Jorda, 2005), which allows for a ”model-free” impulse-response function with

possibly non-linear state-dependent effects. We hence use the LP-IPWRA estimator from

Jorda and Taylor (2016) to analyse the effect of our policy intervention (fiscal consoli-

dations) on our outcome(s) of interest. In this section we first give a brief note on local

projections and then discuss treatment-effects estimation.

3.1 Local projections

In order to estimate the impact of the fiscal consolidation episode in our variable of

interest - GDP growth, to begin with - for a five year horizon, we need to estimate the

following equation, already introduced in the previous section (for now we abstract from

nonrandomness of treatment-control assigment):

yi,t+h − yi,t = αhi + θhDi,t+1 + γh0 ∆yi,t + γh1 ∆yi,t−1 + νi,t+h (2)

Where h is the horizon of interest for the policy response analysis and can take values

equal to 1, 2, 3, ... Most commonly in macroeconometrics studies, yi,t would represent

a vector of macroeconomic variables to be estimated by VAR, when h = 1 and the

RHS has lagged values of the vector’s variables. In such a case, coefficients γh0 and γh1

would be constant across the time-horizon and equations for each variable in vector yi,t are

estimated simultaneously. Some shortcomings of VARs are related to linearity, symmetry,

shape invariance, state-independence and dimensionality. In a nutshell, VAR IRFs have

limited application, as they provide mirror image responses for positive and negative

shocks whose shape is independent of initial conditions and magnitudes are only scale

versions of one another. Besides, it is highly unprobable that the data generating process

comes from a short-lag VAR22.
22Studies have provided evidence that many macroeconomic time series are indeed VARMA processes. See, for instance,

Cooley and Dwyer (1998).
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The local projection method introduced by Jorda (2005) allows for more flexible

”model-free” impulse response estimation, nesting non-linearities, state-dependence and

saving degrees of freedom, as well as limiting dynamic misspecification to be compounded

over time. The projections of forward values of the dependent variable on the information

set are local to each horizon to be considered and the lag length need not be the same

across horizons. Using univariate standard regressions (OLS), one can directly calculate

the coefficients and standard errors using a heteroskedascity-autocorrelation robust esti-

mator, estimating the above equation for each horizon to be considered. IRF coefficients

are consistent because residuals are a moving average of the forecast errors from time t

to t+ h and therefore uncorrelated with regressors, dated t− 1 to t− p.

3.2 IPWRA

The idea of using inverse probability weighting with regression adjustment comes from the

concern that policy interventions might be systematically determined by unobservables

that are correlated to outcome. In such a case, identification of causal effect fails. This

potential issue can be dealt with by two different strategies: some type of regression

adjustment or some type of matching algorithm, or better by a combination of both, that

could be doubly-robust to misspecification in one of the two steps. To briefly explain

the intuition of the estimators, the computation of standard errors for inference and the

caveats involved we follow Cerulli (2015), Angrist et al (2013) and Jorda and Taylor

(2016). For a more formal and detailed exposition, we refer the interested reader to their

work.

The basic assumption behind treatment-control estimations for nonrandom treatment

assignment is selection on observables (or conditional independence assumption - CIA). To

better understand it and further help development of the whole procedure, take yt to be the

outcome variable (or vector of outcomes), Dt to be the policy intervention variable (here

considered as a 0/1 dummy), wt to be a set of relevant predictors for the policy and Xt to

be a broad information set such that Xt = {∆yt−1,∆yt−2, ...;Dt−1, Dt−2, ...;wt}. Let the

policy be determined as a function Dt = D(Xt, ψ, εt), where ε denotes parameters (fixed

over time) from the policy function. The selection-on-observables assumption writes:

(yψt,h(d)− yt) ⊥ Dt|Xt;ψ (3)

Where yψt,h(d) is the value the outcome variable would take for Dt = d, for all possible ψ.

Intuitivelly one assumes that having controlled for all information available in the control

set, policy allocation is independent of its potential outcomes, i.e., after we control for
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available information, policy can affect the outcomes only in in a nonsystematic way

related to the potential factors. Under this assumption it will be possible to rely on

consistent estimates of the average treatment effect (ATE).

In case the treatment allocation was random, one could simply take sample averages

of the outcome of interest from both groups and find the average treatment effect (ATE)

from taking the difference of the means. Departing from the randomness assumption, but

still keeping the selection-on-observables assumption, there are two possible ways to take,

one based on control exhaustion through regression and the other on re-randomization of

treatment allocation.

The first one is regression adjustment (RA) where we assume that a regression control

strategy suffices to model the outcome variable and to do the appropriate conditioning

on Xt required by CIA. Naturally this approach has some natural flaws: we might be

uncertain of the correct parametric or nonparametric specification for the outcome or

there can always be some unobserved factors affecting Dt and yt, which hurts the basic

assumption.

The second alternative is a matching strategy, in which we re-randomize policy alloca-

tion by means of a propensity score, the probability of being treated, conditional on Xt.

As shown by Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983), the estimation of conditional expectations

that provide the ATE can be facilitated by having a model for the policy intervention, as

it provides a synthesis of all covariates affecting treatment selection in one single index

variable. Using the PS permits to reduce the multidimensionality to a single scalar di-

mension. In a parametric context, PS can be estimated by logit or probit, as we do here.

The propensity score is then used in a second stage to reweight observations and provide

an estimate of ATE when units’ nonrandom assignment to treatment is due to observable

selection. As already mentioned before, when treatment is not randomly assigned, as

is the case here, treated and untreated units likely present very different distributions of

their observable characteristics. For each observation, reweighting eliminates a systematic

component induced by the nonrandom assignment of treatment.

Of course this approach (IPW) has also some flaws, since it relies on the propensity-

score being correctly specified. From this point of view, it has a proportional limitation

when compared to the RA procedure, which relies on a (parametric) regression form being

correctly specified. The IPWRA estimator then tries to overcome potential flaws of both

methods, since its robustness holds if either side is misspecified but the other is not. Its

expression is presented below and its compounded by a mean regression of the outcome

variable (mj(Xt)) and the propensity score estimation (pt):
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Here j = 0, 1, i.e., the control and treated group, respectively. The sample averages

and weights are adjusted so as to sum up to one. Once it is a two-step procedure,

standard-errors can be estimated from an empirical sandwich formula or bootstrap.

4 Results

The first-stage models for predicting treatment probability presented here are based on

probit specifications23. Table 4 displays the variables included in baseline probit estima-

tion for each definition, as a first step for calculating the inverse weighted observations24.

Table 4: Variables included in propensity score estimation, by definition

Pr(treatt+1 = 1|X) = Φ(X ′β)

Definition variables

SD1 accgrowth*, accca*, commpr***, debt***, elec***

SD2 accdebtvar***, outgap*, elec**

AA1 wgrowth**, commpr***, debt**, elec***

AA2 accgrowth***, saving*, wgrowth**, elec***

Overlap debt***, accgrowth*, accca**, commpr***, elec***

Significance levels in probit equations: *** p≤0.01, ** p≤0.05, * p≤0.1. Variables: accumulated growth, accumulated

current account balance, accumulated debt variation (all for 3 years until adjustment year), commodity prices, debt-to-gdp,

dummy for year of election, output gap, world growth, savings-to-gdp. Other controls: inflation (change in CPI), volume of

exports of goods to gdp, foreign direct investment, capital account degree of openess, total investment to gdp, real interest

rates, lagged dummy for treatment.

As Figure 7 indicates, for all definitions our propensity scores predict episodes better

than a random predictor that assigns 0.5 probability for being either in treatment or

23For robustness, we have also used logit specification and bootstraped standard errors, with no changes in qualitative

results. Other specifications for the RA and the IPW equations have been tested and results are available upon request.

We also show in appendix the distribution of estimated propensity scores in our preferred specification and how it related

to overlap assumption. As only one of the definitions has at least one observed episode for each country, in most of the

cases including country fixed-effects in probit results in dropping countries with no episodes, as this results in perfect

prediction. So we opt for not using fixed-effects, keeping the pooled sample as the group of interest and controlling for as

much observables as we can for country heterogeneity.
24One interesting finding when estimating the propensity score is the significance of elections for fiscal adjustments.

Across all specifications and definitions, the occurrence of elections in the previous year was a significant predictor for fiscal

episodes. This is in line with literature that finds evidence of political budget cycles for emerging economies (for example

Shi and Svensson, 2002). We also tried including some other political-institutional variables such as indexes for quality of

institutions, but none of them was significant for any specification.
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control group. The ROC (receiver operating characteristics) curve plots the rate of true

positive in axis Y and the rate of false positive in axis X for each probability level, and in

this case the area below the curve shows that our preferred specification of the propensity

scores predicts better than tossing a coin, for all four definitions. This gives support for

using our two-step methodology, since the possibility of predicting - up to some point -

the fiscal treatment definitions indicates some degree of endogeneity in our variable of

interest, that should be corrected for a neater identification. Hence, after reweighting

the sample for the estimated propensity scores we are sort of re-randomizing treatment

assignment, based on the selection on observables hypothesis.

Figure 7: ROC curves for predicting episodes from different definitions

(a) SD1 (b) SD2

(c) AA1 (d) AA2

Table 5 dysplays results from IPWRA estimation for our four definitions of fiscal

episodes and for the group of overlapping episodes. A five year horizon is considered

for the LP impulse response and we also present the average change in dCAPB for each

adjustment definition in the last column. In a nutshell, results suggest that following a

fiscal consolidation output drops on impact by more than 1%, remains negative in the

second year but starts to recover from the third year on, reaching positive cumulative

growth after five years. Comparing to OLS estimates from the previous sections, the

inclusion of a first stage control for non-random treatment assignment makes the drop in
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output lower for all definitions and the recovery faster and more pronounced, suggesting

that endogeneity was in fact a potential problem and was overestimating the impact. The

first two definitions identify a smaller drop, but are also less significant than the latter,

that suggest both a higher drop in output but a more pronounced recovery after five years.

When we put these results into perspective and relate them to OECD results found by

Jorda and Taylor, LAC economies seem to present a different pattern both in qualitative

and quantitative terms: on impact fiscal adjustments seem to be a little more recessive,

with output dropping on average 0.31% for each 1% of consolidation, while their results

for OECD suggest a 0.25 drop25. From the second period on the path turns out to be very

distinct: in our case output in the second period is still below initial value but already

recovering, reaching positive values after five years, while advanced economies seem to

face a deepening of recessive effects that does not fade away even after five years26.

Table 5: IPWRA baseline estimates

Dependent: yt+h − yt (dlog x100)

h=1 h=2 h=3 h=4 h=5 dCAPB (av)

SD1 -0.802 -0.272 0.514 1.558** 2.380***
4.14

n obs 390 371 351 331 311

SD2 -0.960* -0.665 0.608 1.098* 0.979
3.20

n obs 360 341 321 301 281

AA1 -1.490*** -1.009* 0.371 1.885** 2.689**
3.74

n obs 390 371 351 331 311

AA2 -1.118*** -0.706 0.363 0.850 1.560*
3.08

n obs 390 371 351 331 311

Overlap -1.36** -1.19 0.49 2.06*** 2.14**
4.66

n obs 390 371 351 331 311

Robust standard errors (clustered by country) in parentheses. *** p≤0.01, ** p≤0.05, * p≤0.1. Controls in RA equations:

2 lags of real GDP growth, output gap, commodity prices.

The last column of Table 5 shows that average change in CAPB (our fiscal shock)

varies - for some cases a lot - between episode definition. We hence rescale the impulse

25One feature of episodes that cannot go unnoticed is the difference in average size: their episodes have an average change

in CAPB of 0.97%, less than one third of our average episode, as seen from Table 5, what reinforces the volatile character

of fiscal policy in our base.
26One limitation of our data is the small sample size and the unbalancedness of the panel, what makes coefficient values

sensitive to variable inclusion/exclusion, as not all variables are observed for every country-period. Nevertheless, our results

are qualitatively robust in terms of signal and pattern of the response, both for adding controls to RA and IPW stages

and across definitions. We thus stick rather to signals, patterns and intervals than to point estimates when analysing the

responses.
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responses in Figure 8 to make results comparable across definitions. Taking SD1 shock

as the baseline, we see that on impact all definitions but SD1 present similar drops in

output, whereas after five years three of them have similar expansions whilst AA1 stays

around 1 percentage points above. The most different response is found in SD2 episodes,

for which 5th year expansion is much less pronounced. Since this definition is the most

different one (recall Figure reffig:venn), this is not unexpected.

Figure 8: Standardized responses, using SD1 shock as baseline

Figure 9 provides sensitivity analysis of the estimations (not standardized), compar-

ing results from a number of IPWRA specifications, where we include/exclude variables

in both RA and IPW steps and use logit and probit for the inverse probability weight-

ing. Table 11 in appendix shows coefficients also for a case in which we constrain all

specifications to the same number of observations, since propensity scores for each case

include potentially different variables, that do not necessarily have observations for every

country-period. A common feature of results for all definitions is a contractionary effect

on output in the first two years following the adjustment, followed by a third year recovery

that leads to higher-than-initial output in the fourth and fifth years. Results are more

extreme but also more disperse for AA1 episodes, that has the second largest average

shock, while SD2 has less dispersion but also less significant results.

5 A deeper look into composition and GDP components

Besides the natural and foremost interest in the effects of fiscal adjustments on output

growth, we are also interested in other aspects of fiscal consolidations, such as investigat-
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Figure 9: Average treatment effects per episode definition

ing how the composition between relative changes in expenditures and revenues matters

for GDP response, which is the disaggregated impact of adjustments in consumption and

investment and, related to the latter, how some theoretical channels indicating expan-

sionary or contractionary effects could be assessed in our framework. In the first section

we presented some descriptive evidence to shed light on some of those issues. Here we

conduct a more formal analysis.

5.1 Composition of adjustment

Expansionary or contractionary effects of consolidations have been identified by previ-

ous empirical exercises as being largely dependent on the relative composition of the

adjustment between revenue expansion and/or expenditure cuts. Revenue-based fiscal

contractions tend to be associated with a deeper and more protracted downturn, while

expenditure-based consolidations might sometimes even be expansionary. Theoretical

mechanisms through which composition matters for output response reflect the idea that

by avoiding increases in distortionary taxation in favour of spending cuts, governments

could potentially reduce the contractionary effects of consolidations.

To shed some light on this issue, we employ a multilevel treatment definition, that

assigns value one to revenue-based episodes and value two to expenditure-based ones.
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The former are those ones in which adjusted revenues increase more than the fall (if it

happens) of expenditures. If in turn expenditures fall by more than revenue increase

(again if this is the case), we name the episode as expenditure-based.

As in the previous section, we apply a two-stage empirical strategy, using the same

variables for the propensity score model that was estimated previously in the first stage.

The difference is that now we change the dichotomic treatment variable to a three leve

one, and apply a multinomial logit to identify the effect of two treatment levels in the

outcome. Results for the five-year time-span follow in Table 6, as well as a description

of the average change in revenues and expenditures and the number of episodes of each

type27. We display here results for the set of episodes that overlap across definitions,

leaving for the appendix a complete table with all four definitions (Table 12).

Table 6: Composition of adjustments and GDP response, set of overlapping episodes

Dependent: yt+h − yt (dlog x100)

h = 1 h = 2 h = 3 h = 4 h = 5 drevadj dexpadj n episodes

revenue -2.298** -2.982 -0.457 1.588** 1.817***
5.16 0.03 17

(0.725) (1.297) (0.985) (0.700) (0.532)

expenditure 0.839 2.087 0.602 1.000* 1.386***
0.49 -2.78 13

(0.558) (1.658) (0.570) (0.519) (0.441)

Obs 371 371 351 331 311

Even though the size of shocks differ from definition to definition of the episodes, a

similar pattern arises for all of them: revenue based expenditures are associated with

deeper output contractions in the first two periods, very significant for the last two defini-

tions. On the other hand, when consolidations are based on expenditure cuts, they tend

to have a non-significant effect on output on impact, indeed a positive significant for our

first definition28. From the fourth year on, both types of episodes present a significant

positive effect on output.

Another interesting fact is that revenue-based episodes represent the majority and are

associated with a higher average increase in CAPB, indicating that fiscal effort related

to spending cuts, even though tending to be at least less contractionary, might be more

difficult to implement.

As mentioned in the introduction, this qualitative response of output to disentangled

27Again number of episodes vary according to data availability.
28For the revenue-based episodes, normalization of all shocks would play in favour of the evidence presented in the table,

since the last three definitions would have its negative impact scaled by a higher shock. In the case of expenditure-based

adjustments, the direction of normalizing the shocks is not clear for definitions SD2 and AA2, where the initial impact is

also negative but then becomes positive.
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fiscal shocks indicating a less contractionary (or even expansionary) effect for expenditure

based adjustments is not a new finding, as has already been identified by studies with

OECD data. This suggestive evidence of different impact on output depending on com-

position of consolidations is quite robust for this sample of advanced economies, having

survived to different methodologies and time cuts. As we showed in this subsection, it

seems to also play an important role for LAC.

5.2 Demand components and non-linearities: towards investigating some

theoretical channels

These last exercises focus on the disaggregated impact of consolidations on two demand

components: private consumption and investment. First we conduct the same analysis

we did for GDP, also asking whether and how composition matters. We use as dependent

variable the change in log real consumption (investment), also for the five-year horizon.

Estimation procedure is in line with previous section, with the difference that we in-

clude controls in the regression adjustment, respectively, for lagged changes in private

consumption and investment, as in the equations below:

ci,t+h − ci,t = αhi + θhDi,t+1 + βh0 ∆ci,t + γh0 ∆yi,t + γh1 ∆yi,t−1 + νi,t+h (5)

fbki,t+h − fbki,t = αhi + θhDi,t+1 + βh0 ∆fbki,t + γh0 ∆yi,t + γh1 ∆yi,t−1 + νi,t+h (6)

We also present results for the set of overlapped episodes, leaving again the complete

table for the appendix29. The first row in Table 7 shows that consumption and investment

respond to adjustments in a pattern that is in line with GDP response: an initial drop

for one or two years that starts to recover and leads to a positive cumulative change after

five years. For consumption we cannot say that the drop is significant, except for some

definitions (see Table 13 in appendix). For investment, although the standard deviation

is much higher, there seems to be an important significant contraction of around 5% that

lasts for two years.

When looking at the composition of adjustments, we also observe that initial drop is

associated with revenue-based episodes. For the set of overlapping episodes, consumption

drops significantly for two years by more than 4% if taxes are the main component of

adjustment, whereas for expenditure cuts there seems to be no effect statistically different

from zero. Investment also presents a similar path, though with a much more erratic

behaviour, both for coefficients and standard errors.
29Alternative specifications using nominal foreign exchange rate and real interest rates as controls were also conducted,

as well as including two lags of past change in consumption/investment, with results remaining qualitatively unchanged,

though coefficients could change a bit inside the confidence intervals. Tables are available upon request.
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Table 7: Treatment-effects on consumption and investment, set of overlapping episodes and composition

Consumption Investment

h = 1 h = 2 h = 3 h = 4 h = 5 h = 1 h = 2 h = 3 h = 4 h = 5

All -1.38 -1.41 1.65 4.34** 4.15** -5.94*** -6.83* 2.61 8.83*** 10.23**

(1.25) (1.76) (1.95) (1.78) (1.59) (1.88) (3.34) (2.43) (2.64) (3.75)

Obs 372 353 334 315 296 351 333 315 297 279

Rev -4.243*** -4.823** 0.884 5.080*** 5.512*** -7.464** -14.48* -2.684 5.470** 11.45***

(0.939) (2.411) (2.038) (1.681) (1.434) (3.106) (8.690) (4.522) (2.457) (2.388)

Exp 1.042 0.515 5.127* 4.857* 1.665 -1.274 3.154 -20.19*** 15.16*** 39.79***

(2.577) (2.276) (3.094) (2.507) (2.256) (2.713) (1.934) (5.996) (1.477) (3.374)

Obs 355 353 334 315 296 335 333 315 297 279

Before concluding, our last exercise tries to present some suggestive evidence on the

presence of nonlinearities in the response of consumption and investment to fiscal consol-

idations, according to initial level of debt and taxes. We divide our sample in two bins,

imposing a threshold for the 75th upper percentile, to check whether higher levels of debt

and taxation play in favor of more expansionary responses of GDP components. The idea

behind is that high levels of debt and taxation increase the probability of reaching the

acceptable debt limit or the Laffer-curve peak in a close future period. Hence, if the gov-

ernment engenders a consolidation today it potentially avoids the need of an even higher

consolidation tomorrow, what increases present value of expected permanent income and

might induce agents to increase demand today.

Interestingly, Table 8 shows some support to the expansionary effect of consolidations

when debt is at ”sufficiently” high values, specially for consumption. For investment there

is no evidence of significant different effects between the two bins. In case of taxes there

is a significant effect also only for consumption, but it points out to the opposite direction

that was expected. There is indeed evidence that episodes during higher tax levels lead to

bigger drops in consumption, maybe suggesting that tax levels in LAC are not sufficiently

close to the peak of Laffer curves.

6 Final Remarks

We have employed a treatment-effects methodology to estimate the impact on output -

and some of its components - of fiscal adjustments in Latin America and the Caribbean,

using data on structural balances.

Effects on output seem to be contractionary on impact but recovery is relatively fast
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Table 8: Nonlinearities and initial values of debt and taxes, set of overlapping episodes

Consumption Investment av dCAPB

h = 1 h = 2 h = 3 h = 1 h = 2 h = 3 (sd) # ep

Debt < 75th pct -1.835 -5.138*** 0.242 -1.193 2.077 -33.76* 4.90

(1.195) (1.964) (1.771) (5.461) (10.27) (17.25) (2.72)

Obs 290 273 256 274 257 240 16

Debt ≥ 75th pct 11.27*** 25.74*** 20.94*** 2.766 -2.364 -0.882 4.19

(3.439) (6.283) (5.088) (2.917) (2.217) (2.960) (2.42)

Obs 82 80 78 77 76 75 13

Tax < 75th pct 1.944 3.012 10.74*** -7.063 -15.63* -0.006 3.34

(1.588) (3.259) (1.570) (5.266) (9.458) (4.648) 1.27

Obs 276 265 251 273 261 247 14

Tax ≥ 75th pct -5.179* -9.639*** -4.822*** -0.589 -1.438 17.13** 5.19

(2.669) (1.570) (1.353) (3.567) (5.104) (8.384) (2.90)

Obs 96 88 83 78 72 68 16

Threshold 75th percentile debt-to-gdp: 61.58%. Average debt-to-gdp: 45.97%. Threshold 75th percentile taxes-to-gdp

(revenues adjusted): 24.09%. Average: 20.39%.

and accumulated effect after five years tends to be positive. Results are in contrast to the

latest evidence on OECD, which suggests a smoother but prolongued recession following

fiscal adjustments. This pattern is probably related to the ”stop-and-go” profile of fiscal

consolidations in LAC, that barely last for more than two years, while OECD economies

normally have fiscal plans of more than two or three years. Also, consolidations based

on tax increases tend to be associated with deeper initial drops in output, while cuts in

expenditures might sometimes generate slight expansions.

The drop in output appears to be more related to investment than to consumption,

although the latter tends to be significantly affected when consolidations are revenue-

based. Also, if debt levels are very high when adjustment takes place, consumption

responds in an expansionary way, in contrast to very high initial taxes, that contribute

to decrease consumption further.

Further investigation is needed to properly identify the underlying mechanisms and

connect results with the theoretical literature. Specially for the LAC case, there could be

an important role for the interaction of demand components and the presence of financial

and saving constraints, as well as expectational channels related to sovereign premia and

interest rate sensitive components of demand. Also more research is needed to address

the role of accompanying policies and the effectiveness in terms of debt stabilization, and
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how those issues are influenced by political factors.
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Table 9: Fiscal consolidation episodes according to definition

Country SD1 SD2 AA1 AA2

ARG 2002 1997, 2000, 2002 2002 1997, 2000, 2002

BRB 2012, 2014 2014 2004, 2012, 2014 2001, 2004, 2012, 2014

BOL 2005, 2006, 2009, 2005, 2006, 2009, 2012 2005, 2006, 2009, 1991, 1999, 2004, 2005,

2010, 2012 2010, 2012 2006, 2009, 2010, 2012

BRA 1999 1999, 2003 1999 1999, 2003

CHL 2010 2010, 2011 2010 2010, 2011

COL 2006, 2011

CRI 2005

DOM 1991, 2013 1991, 2003, 2013 1991, 2003, 2013 1991, 2003, 2013

ECU 1993, 1999 1993, 1999 1993, 1999, 2009, 2010 1993, 1999, 2009, 2010

SLV 1993, 1994, 1997, 2002 1993 1993, 2004

2003, 2004

GTM 2000, 2004 2004

GUY 1993, 2002, 2007 1993, 2002, 2007 1993, 2002, 2007, 2010 1993, 2002, 2007, 2010

HND 1991, 1994, 1995, 2014 1991, 1994, 1995, 2014 1991, 1994, 1995, 2014 1991, 1994, 1995, 2004,

2010, 2014

MEX 2009 2009 1995, 2009 1995, 2001, 2009

PAN 1991, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1991, 1997, 2009 1991, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1991, 1995, 1996, 1997,

2002, 2009 2002, 2009, 2014 2002, 2005, 2009, 2014

PRY 2001 2000, 2001, 2003, 2004 2001 2001, 2003, 2004

PER 1991, 2006, 2011 1991 1991, 2006, 2011

URY 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 2001, 2002, 2003 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003

VEN 1993, 1996, 1997, 2002, 2002, 2009, 2013 1993, 1996, 1997, 2002, 1993, 1996, 1997, 1999,

2007, 2009, 2013 2007, 2009, 2013 2002, 2007, 2009, 2013

TTO 2001, 2009 2001, 2009 2001, 2009 2001, 2006, 2009, 2012

Total 42 54 51 72
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Figure 10: Number of Episodes per Year, by definition
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Table 10: Data description

series description source

growth dlogGDP, constant 2005 US$

IMF World Economic Outlook

totinv total investment to gdp

saving gross national savings to gdp

inflation end of period CP, percent change

volexp exports of goods to gdp

curacc current account balance to gdp

wgrowth world gdp growth

outgap output gap

commpr global price index of all commodities FRED

CAPB cyclically adjusted primary balance

IDBrevadj revenues to gdp, cyclically adjusted

expadj expenditures to gdp, cyclically adjusted

kaopen financial openess index Chinn and Ito (2006)

debt central (or general) government debt to gdp IDB, IMF, Reinhart and Rogoff

elec dummy for election year DPI World Bank and other

realint Real interest rate

WDI World Bank
fdi foreign direct investment, inflows (% gdp)

fbk Fixed capital formation, constant 2005 US$

c House consumption, constant 2005 US$

receivetr Received government transfers in the past year (% age 15+)

Global Findex Database World Banksaved Saved any money in the past year (% age 15+)

bankacc Account at a financial institution (% age 15+)

Table 11: IPWRA results, robustness checks

Dependent: yt+h − yt
ipwra constrained sample average ipwra

h = 1 h = 2 h = 3 h = 4 h = 5 h = 1 h = 2 h = 3 h = 4 h = 5

SD1 -1.194* -0.796 0.279 1.443*** 2.099*** -0.732 -0.131 0.295 1.181 1.575

SD2 -1.025* -0.739 0.669 1.187* 1.010 -1.125 -0.854 0.500 1.177 1.496

AA1 -2.130*** -1.903*** 0.126 2.592*** 3.410*** -1.595 -1.132 0.298 1.911 2.542

AA2 -1.340*** -1.027* 0.195 0.482 1.335 -1.106 -0.723 0.238 0.611 1.171

n 333 316 298 280 262
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Figure 11: Distributions of propensity scores for control and treated groups

(a) SD1 (b) SD2

(c) AA1 (d) AA2
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Table 12: Composition of adjustments and GDP response

Dependent: yt+h − yt
h = 1 h = 2 h = 3 h = 4 h = 5 drevadj dexpadj n episodes

SD1

revenue -0.826 -0.755 0.472 1.407*** 1.157
4.60 0.00 21

(1.082) (1.464) (0.725) (0.465) (1.054)

expenditure 1.762*** 3.362* 0.325 -0.623 -0.263
0.25 -2.73 16

(0.642) (1.873) (2.883) (3.166) (3.179)

Obs 357 357 339 321 303

SD2

revenue -0.991 -1.617 -0.167 0.987 1.003
3.59 -0.05 22

(0.794) (1.457) (0.985) (0.872) (0.837)

expenditure -0.502 0.123 1.496** 1.738** 1.122
0.28 -1.84 19

(0.700) (1.113) (0.678) (0.736) (1.434)

Obs 341 341 321 301 281

AA1

revenue -2.329*** -1.568* 0.424 1.971*** 1.822***
4.49 0.10 24

(0.761) (0.854) (0.442) (0.373) (0.652)

expenditure 1.453 2.338 2.352 2.293 2.915
0.29 -2.61 21

(1.097) (2.335) (4.396) (5.150) (5.767)

Obs 357 357 339 321 303

AA2

revenue -1.688*** -1.108* 0.218 1.011* 1.491**
3.84 0.21 33

(0.540) (0.641) (0.636) (0.552) (0.717)

expenditure -0.539 -0.684 0.291 -0.289 -0.361
0.17 -2.31 32

(0.436) (0.786) (0.882) (0.996) (1.221)

Obs 387 387 367 347 327
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Table 13: Treatment-effects on consumption and investment, per episode and composition (nonstandard-

ized)

Consumption Investment

h = 1 h = 2 h = 3 h = 4 h = 5 h = 1 h = 2 h = 3 h = 4 h = 5

FSD1 -0.648 -0.723 1.904 5.472** 4.499** -4.046** 0.429 9.095** 10.94*** 10.90***

(1.255) (1.851) (1.760) (2.435) (2.076) (1.829) (4.953) (4.305) (2.384) (2.502)

Rev -4.283*** -4.250** 1.857 8.498*** 6.537*** -5.918** -2.599 7.518* 14.53*** 17.11***

(1.282) (2.123) (1.890) (2.196) (1.992) (2.876) (5.166) (4.267) (2.155) (3.285)

Exp 5.079* 5.693** 14.85*** 12.30*** 9.456*** -8.278** -3.252 5.232*** 16.29*** 17.57***

(2.831) (2.622) (3.745) (3.158) (2.495) (4.184) (3.975) (1.727) (4.435) (4.356)

Obs 372 353 334 315 296 351 333 315 297 279

FSD2 -1.435* -1.466 1.209 2.942* 2.988** -6.040*** -4.555 1.772 4.957** 4.810

(0.852) (1.310) (1.212) (1.561) (1.377) (2.064) (2.869) (2.520) (2.220) (3.049)

Rev -1.616* -2.110 2.420 5.406*** 5.231*** -4.689** -7.692* -3.639 3.570 3.848

(0.893) (1.399) (1.543) (1.837) (1.373) (2.216) (4.151) (3.424) (3.536) (2.907)

Exp -1.403 -1.868 0.511 2.076* 2.043 -4.125* -2.361 4.123 7.978*** 8.591

(1.353) (1.584) (1.155) (1.096) (1.665) (2.476) (3.704) (4.141) (2.815) (5.414)

Obs 345 326 307 288 269 327 309 291 273 255

FAA1 -2.586* -2.809 0.202 2.416 2.256 -6.976*** -5.014* 3.362 8.043*** 10.45***

(1.390) (1.750) (1.554) (1.705) (1.616) (2.270) (2.868) (2.257) (2.458) (2.188)

Rev -4.564*** -4.156** -1.197 1.572 0.773 -8.718*** -3.743 5.677** 15.12*** 15.71***

(1.170) (1.776) (1.663) (2.305) (2.137) (2.013) (2.856) (2.250) (2.401) (2.788)

Exp -0.528 -1.069 3.505*** 6.077*** 7.418*** -3.824* 0.207 2.532 3.847 5.925

(1.636) (1.741) (1.310) (0.730) (0.983) (2.312) (2.225) (2.259) (4.218) (4.285)

Obs 372 353 334 315 296 351 333 315 297 279

FAA2 -1.072 -1.070 -0.504 -0.107 0.534 -6.603*** -3.929 1.204 3.899 5.752*

(0.861) (1.097) (1.150) (1.206) (1.138) (2.038) (2.441) (2.601) (2.573) (3.463)

Rev -2.918*** -2.971** -1.541 0.520 -0.556 -10.67*** -9.093*** -5.726* -1.570 3.436

(1.104) (1.265) (1.468) (1.776) (1.380) (2.398) (2.996) (2.922) (4.231) (3.329)

Exp 0.620 1.169 3.106** 2.864*** 3.355* -1.471 0.109 3.003 6.344 9.354

(1.726) (2.306) (1.495) (1.086) (1.813) (4.063) (5.123) (4.892) (4.084) (6.108)

Obs 372 353 334 315 296 351 333 315 297 279
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